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Changing the visual appearance of objects using a function in a script object
 
This example shows how you can set up a function which is called from any object on the form. The function looks at the type of object (using the oneOfChild scripting property) and the event that called the function and takes appropriate action. For example, you can change the border and fill, as the user interacts with the form.    
 
Your details
This is an example of textfields that change visual appearance as the user interacts with them. 
 
The fill colour will also be removed in a prePrint event and restored in a postPrint event. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The same approach will work with other objects, like numericfields, dropdown, checkboxes, etc. 
 
All of the objects call the function and pass through the object, as a parameter. 
 
The function then looks at the object type and changes the visual appearance using appropriate methods. 
Are you applying an an individual or on behalf of a company?
Script calling the function, for example in the enter event of an object:
 
// calls the function "fieldGetsFocus" in the script object "colourControls"
colourControls.fieldGetsFocus(this);  
 
 
One of the functions in the script object colourControls:
 
function fieldGetsFocus(fieldObj) // first function
{
         for (var i=0; i<4; i++) 
         {
                  // changes the border colour
                    fieldObj.ui.oneOfChild.border.getElement("edge",i).color.value = fieldFocus.value;
         }
         // this changes the fill colour
         fieldObj.ui.oneOfChild.border.fill.color.value = "255,255,255";
} // end of function
 
 
You will notice that the function references global variables (fieldFocus, fieldNull and fieldValue) instead of RGB references. This makes it easier to adjust the colour, as you only have to change the RGB references in the Form Properties > Variables tab and then these can be references throughout the form. 
 
Here the colours are set for a off-yellow fill in all of the fields. As the user clicks into a field, the fill changes to white and there is a light blue border. This makes it easier for the user to see which field has focus and to see the data that they are typing in. 
 
On losing focus, the visual appearance reverts to the normal state. The same process is used when the form is printed. 
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